is work reports on the kinematic analysis of a planar parallel manipulator endowed with a configurable platform assembled with six terminal links serially connected by means of revolute joints. is topology allows the robot manipulator to dispose of three relative degrees of freedom owing to the mobility of an internal closed-loop chain. erefore, the proposed robot manipulator can admit three end-effectors. e forward displacement analysis of the configurable planar parallel manipulator is easily achieved based on unknown coordinates denoting the pose of each terminal link. ereafter, the analysis leads to twelve quadratic equations which are numerically solved by means of the Newton homotopy method. Furthermore, a closed-form solution is available for the inverse position analysis. On the contrary, the instantaneous kinematics of the robot manipulator is investigated by means of the theory of screws. Numerical examples are included with the purpose to illustrate the method of kinematic analysis.
Introduction
A typical parallel manipulator (PM) consists of a rigid moving platform connected to a fixed platform by means of two or more kinematic chains. Drawbacks and advantages of PMs have been widely discussed in the literature, and as a result of this fruitful interchange of ideas, PMs have found practical applications for industry, space, and medical science like flight and automobile motion simulators, highspeed multiaxis machining, assembly, medical parallel robot, and in general pick-and-place operation. However, in spite of the appreciable advance reached in the field, topics like reduced workspace and recurrent presence of singularities still being the motive of ardent communications in the kinematician community concerned with the performance of PMs. ese drawbacks may be alleviated replacing the rigid movable platform by a configurable platform. It was thus that the term "Parallel Robots with Configurable Platforms" (PRCP) was coined in kinematics as an option to overcome the poor performance of PMs [1] . e idea to develop robot manipulators with the ability to configure an internal closed-loop chain substituting the typical rigid moving platform is without doubt a genuine concept that can encourage the creativity of the next generation of robots with parallel kinematic structures. At this point, it is worth clarifying that the concept of a configurable platform differs from the concepts of reconfigurable parallel manipulator [2, 3] and foldable platform [4] ; e.g., a foldable platform must be considered as a collapsible platform instead of an internal closed-loop chain. erefore, the history of PMs with configurable platforms is relatively short. In fact, to the best knowledge of the authors, the concept of a configurable platform dates back to the first years of the twenty-first century when Yi et al. [5] presented a planar PM endowed with a four-bar mechanism was introduced as a configurable platform for grasping irregular objects. Few years later, in Mohamed and Gosselin' study [6] , the concept of a configurable platform was extended from planar to spatial PMs. Recently, the instantaneous kinematics and static analysis of limited-dof PRCP mechanisms were approached by Hoevenaars et al. [7] . Finally, in [1] , the fundamental aspects of PRCP mechanisms enhancing their attributes such as the high capacity of grasping irregular objects via multiple contact points keeping the well-known advantages of classical PMs were well discussed.
In short, while the concept of a configurable robot has been widely employed for serial and conventional parallel manipulators as well as for modular robots, see, for instance, references [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , the idea of a parallel manipulator with a configurable platform is a relatively new concept introduced in the field of robotics. Following that fashion, in this work, a planar parallel manipulator with a configurable platform is proposed. e displacement analysis of the robot is achieved by formulating closure equations based on the signed distance between selected points of the parallel manipulator. ereafter, while for the forward displacement analysis, the Newton homotopy method is applied to solve twelve quadratic equations; for the inverse displacement analysis, it is possible to obtain a closed-form solution. Afterwards, the instantaneous kinematics of the proposed PRCP mechanism is carried out by means of the theory of screws. e versatility of the robot is such that different operation modes are available according to the desired number of end-effectors. Numerical examples are provided with the purpose to illustrate the method of kinematic analysis. e main contributions of the paper may be summarized as follows: (i) the topology of a kinematically redundant fully parallel planar manipulator equipped with a configurable platform is introduced, (ii) the availability of three internal freedoms of the robot manipulator allows to dispose of two or three end-effectors, (iii) simultaneous tasks may be achieved by the robot due to the existence of multiple end-effectors, (iv) the method introduced to solve the finite kinematics of the robot allows to find all the real solutions of the inverseforward position analyses, and (v) the instantaneous kinematics of the robot is performed by resorting to the theory of screws enhancing the corresponding Jacobian matrices.
Preliminary Concepts

Basics of Screw Algebra.
e mathematical resource chosen to approach the infinitesimal kinematics of the robot at hand is the screw algebra which is isomorphic to the Lie algebra se (3) . As a consideration for readers unfamiliar with the issue, in this subsection, some foundations of screw algebra are briefly explained. For details of this subsection, readers are referred to [19] .
In Plücker coordinates, a screw is a line vector $ associated with a point O of the physical space that may be written as a six-dimensional vector as follows:
where s ∧ denotes the direction of the line, r is a vector pointed from an arbitrary point on the line to point O, and h is the pitch of the screw. e concatenated vectors s ∧ and s O are known as the primal and dual parts of $, respectively, i.e., $ � (p($) and d($)) � (s ∧ , s O ). e screws may be associated with kinematic pairs, e.g., if the pitch h is null, then the screw is related with a revolute joint yielding $ � (s ∧ , r × s ∧ ). Meanwhile, if h goes to infinity, then the screw is related with a prismatic joint and we have $ � (0, s ∧ ). Any lower kinematic pair may be represented by screws; e.g., besides revolute and prismatic pairs, the cylindrical joint is the combination of a revolute joint with a prismatic joint, while the spherical joint is the combination of three revolute joints whose primal parts intersect the same point.
) be three elements of se (3) . e screw algebra has the following operations:
(1) Addition:
Properties of the Lie product are as follows:
Among the operations of the algebra of screws, it is worth to distinguish the Klein form as a fundamental operation concerned with the research at hand. e Klein form is a bilinear symmetric form with useful properties; e.g., it is said that the screws $ 1 and $ 2 are reciprocal if $ 1 ; $ 2 � 0. A typical case occurs when the primal parts of two screws $ 1 and $ 2 associated with revolute joints intersect at a common point. Similarly, assume that $ 1 and $ 2 are related with two prismatic joints, then clearly $ 1 ; $ 2 � 0. Furthermore, let us consider that $ 1 represents a revolute joint, while $ 2 represents a prismatic joint. If the primal part of $ 1 is perpendicular or parallel to the dual part of $ 2 , then it follows that $ 1 ; $ 2 � 0 or $ 1 ; $ 2 � 1, respectively. e solution of the instantaneous kinematics of rigid body in screw form is one of the major contributions of the theory of screws to robot kinematics.
Let us consider a serial kinematic chain with a terminal link m and a base link j. Furthermore, let us consider that j ω m is the angular velocity vector of m as measured from body j, while v O is the linear velocity vector of an arbitrary point O of m. e velocity state of body m as measured from the base link j also named a twist about a screw, which is notated as V O , is a six-dimensional vector formed with two concatenated vectors as
that may be written in screw form as follows:
where k ω k+1 (k � j, . . . , m − 1) denotes the joint velocity rate between two adjacent bodies k − 1 and k of the serial chain. On the contrary, the reduced acceleration state of body m as measured from the base link j is a six-dimensional vector given by
where k α k+1 � (d/dt) k ω k+1 (k � j, . . . , m − 1) denotes the joint acceleration rate between two adjacent bodies k − 1 and k of the serial chain, j α m is the angular acceleration vector of m as measured from body j, and a O is the linear acceleration vector of point O. Furthermore,
is the Lie screw of acceleration of the serial kinematic chain. Finally, it should be pointed out that both the velocity state and the reduced acceleration state of rigid body in the format here employed meets the rules of helicoidal vector fields [20] . In fact, assuming that Q is another point of m then the velocity and reduced acceleration states taking point Q as the reference pole may be obtained following the condition of the helicoidal vector field as follows:
where r Q/O is the position vector of Q with respect to O.
e Newton Homotopy Method.
e Newton homotopy method [21, 22] is an efficient and elegant method to numerically find the solutions of a square system of polynomials. e problem is formulated as follows: given a system of n polynomials f(w) ≔ f 1 (w), . . . , f n (w) : C n ⟶ C n , where w � (w 1 , . . . , w n ), compute the solutions starting from guessed values of the n variables. For the sake of completeness in what follows, the method is briefly explained.
As an initial step, the original equations must be modified adding new terms in such a way that a new system of equations is formulated. en, the coefficients of the new system are deformed/perturbed into coefficients of the original system by a series of small increments. To this end, an auxiliary homotopy function g(w) ≔ g 1 (w), . . . , g n (w)] is introduced. ereafter, the multiple homotopy continuation function H(w, t) ≔ h 1 (w), . . . , h n (w) is generated as follows:
where t ∈ 0, 1 is an arbitrary parameter. In this regard, it is possible to note two boundary conditions:
,
ese conditions ensure convergence of the algorithm owing to the fact that they lead to controllable start systems. Furthermore, an interesting advantage of the method is that there are no restrictions in the selection of the auxiliary homotopy function g(w); e.g., a natural option would be
With this in mind, the method consists of solving H(w, t) � 0 instead of f(w) � 0. To this end, in the contribution, the Newton-Raphson technique is applied by varying parameter t from 0 to 1 considering small increments of t. In that concern, the iterations are performed according to
where
is the Jacobian matrix of the modified system. e method is easy to follow and the algorithm guarantee convergence due to the fact that undesirable divergence can be avoided.
Description of the Planar Parallel Manipulator with Configurable Platform
With reference to Figure 1 , the PRCP mechanism under study comprises six articulated terminal links m i forming an internal closed-loop chain, named the configurable platform, that is connected to the fixed platform (0) by means of six two-legged limbs. Unless otherwise stated, in the rest of the contribution i � 1, 2, . . . , 6. e mobility M of the robot may be determined according to the general formula:
where d is the dimension of the space, l is the number of links (including the fixed link), j is the number of joints, and f i is the dof of the ith joint. For the robot manipulator at hand, we have d � 3, l � 19, j � 24, and f i � 1(i � 1, 2, . . . , 24) that yields M � 6. is implies that the robot manipulator spans an additional three-dimensional space. In other words, the degree of redundancy of the robot is 3. Hence, one can install three end-effectors on the configurable platform, a significant advantage over conventional parallel Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 manipulators equipped with rigid moving platforms. ere are several possibilities to install the end-effectors on the configurable platform, and the option shown in Figure 1 was not considered in previous works [18] . In the following paragraph, the geometry of the PRCP mechanism is explained.
Let us consider that a and b denotes the length of the links forming the ith leg. Furthermore, let c be the length of the terminal links. On the contrary, let us consider that O XYZ is a Cartesian coordinate system attached to the fixed platform with unit vectors i ∧ , j ∧ , and k ∧ . e ith leg is articulated with the fixed platform by means of a revolute joint whose nominal position is denoted by the ith point A i located by vector a i . Similarly, the same leg is articulated with the configurable platform through revolute joints whose nominal positions are specified by the ith point C i located by vector c i . e mobility of the robot demands of the selection of six rotary actuators. Hence, q i denotes the ith generalized coordinate employed to control the orientation of the ith link connecting the ith leg to the fixed platform. Finally, the locations of the endeffectors are denoted by points E i (i � 1, 2, 3) which are located by their corresponding position vectors e i (i � 1, 2, 3). It is important to emphasize that conveniently the rotary actuators are mounted on the fixed platform. In this regard, advantages over robot manipulators equipped with conventional grippers are evident; e.g., for the PRCP mechanism at hand, the gripping task is achieved by controlling the six coordinates of points E i (i � 1, 2, 3) through handling the six angles q i avoiding the conventional installation of motors over the rigid moving platform.
Displacement Analysis of the PRCP Mechanism
4.1. Closure Equations. Let us consider that points C i are defined by unknown coordinates w � (w 1 , . . . , w 12 ); i.e., let us consider that C 1 � (w 1 , w 2 ), . . . , C 6 � (w 11 , w 12 ). ereafter, the closure kinematic constraints may be written by resorting to the classical Euclidean inner product definition; e.g., upon the parameters a and b, evident closure equations may be written as follows:
Meanwhile, based on the parameter c denoting the length of the terminal links, it follows that
On the contrary, the three end-effectors are assembled to the terminal links in such a way that
Forward Position Analysis.
e forward position analysis (FPA) of the PRCP mechanism consists of finding the coordinates of points E i (i � 1, 2, 3) for a prescribed set of generalized coordinates q i . In this concern, the computation of the coordinates of points C i is a mandatory task although it would be a boring endeavor. e steps to approach the FPA are as follows:
(1) Based on expressions (13) and (15), generate twelve quadratic equations in the unknowns w � (w 1 , . . . , w 12 ) (2) Apply the Newton homotopy method [21, 22] to numerically determine the unknowns w � (w 1 , . . . , w 12 ) (3) Taking into account that C 1 � (w 1 , w 2 ), . . . , C 6 � (w 11 , w 12 ), the coordinates of the points E i (i � 1, 2, 3) of the end-effectors are obtained according to expression (16) e algorithm is easy to follow and guarantees convergence, if any, in a few iterations.
Inverse Position Analysis.
e inverse position analysis (IPA) consists of finding the generalized coordinates q i given the position of the three end-effectors, i.e., given the coordinates of points E i (i � 1, 2, 3). e steps to approach the IPA are as follows:
Fixed platform
Configurable platform (1) Given the position vectors e i (i � 1, 2, 3), compute the vectors c i (i � 2, 4, 6) based on equations (15) provided that c 1 � e 1 , c 3 � e 2 , and c 5 � e 3 . Two quadratic equations are generated for each point C i (i � 2, 4, 6), and therefore, a closed-form solution is available for the IPA. us, the points C i (i � 2, 4, 6) can reach two positions given the position vectors e i (i � 1, 2, 3).
(2) Based on expressions (12) and (13), compute the vectors b i . It is straightforward to show that, similar to the previous step, each point B i can reach two positions. (3) Determine the angles q i upon expression (14) .
It is noticeable how easy is to solve the displacement analysis of the PRCP mechanism when the strategy outlined in this section is employed; e.g., existing methods approaching the displacement analysis of similar mechanisms suggest the introduction of orientation angles leading to long trigonometric expressions that are not easy to reduce by means of algebraic elimination methods [18] .
Instantaneous Kinematics of the PRCP Mechanism
In this section, the instantaneous kinematics of the PRCP mechanism is approached by means of the theory of screws [19] .
To this end, the infinitesimal screws representing the revolute joints of the PRCP mechanism are depicted in Figure 2 .
Velocity Analysis.
e velocity state of the ith terminal link m i as observed from the base 0 taking point C i as the reference pole, e.g., the vector 0 V
, may be expressed in screw form through the ith connector chain as follows:
where 0 ω m i is the angular velocity vector of the ith terminal link m i of the configurable platform as measured from the base 0, 0 V m i C i is the velocity vector of point C i , and 0 ω i 1 � _ q i represents the ith generalized speed. Furthermore, let us consider that $ i is a line in Plücker coordinates directed from B i to C i . en, the application of the Klein form of the ith screw $ i to both sides of expression (17) 
On the contrary, according to the rules of helicoidal vector fields [20] , it is possible to establish the following relationship between points and C i+1 of the ith terminal link as follows:
where r C i+1 /C i is the position vector of point C i+1 with respect to C i . Expressions (18) and (19) are sufficient to approach the inverse/forward velocity analysis of the PRCP mechanism, but their organization into a single expression would result in an involved procedure. In this regard, consider for instance that for the Gough-Stewart platform, the input/ output equation of velocity may be expressed in compact form as follows [23] :
where J is the 6 × 6 Jacobian matrix formed with the lines in Plücker coordinates that are reciprocal to the screws associated with the revolute joints of the robot, while Δ is the elliptical polar operator that interchanges the primal and dual parts of a screw. Expression (20) is clear, elegant, and easy to implement in computer algorithms, which does not occur for the robot at hand. In fact, casting into a matrixvector form equations (18) and (19) after adjusting the dimension of the velocity states of the terminal links, the input-output equation of velocity of the PRCP mechanism may be expressed as follows:
where e screw coordinates of the revolute joints are computed according to the O XYZ reference frame taking the origin O of it as the reference pole. Due to the planar kinematics of the problem at hand, evidently three of the six components of each screw vanish. A condition that must be taken properly in order to obtain the input-output equations of velocity and acceleration of the robot.
On the contrary, the direct Jacobian matrix J 18×18 of the PRCP mechanism is given by
where δ 1 � 
Acceleration Analysis.
e reduced acceleration state of the ith terminal link m i as observed from the base 0 taking point C i as the reference pole, e.g., the vector 0 A
where 0 α m i is the angular acceleration vector of the ith terminal link m i of the configurable platform as measured from the base 0, 0 a m i C i is the acceleration vector of point C i , and 0 ω i 1 � € q i represents the ith generalized acceleration. Furthermore,
is the ith Lie screw of acceleration. Finally, following the trend of the velocity analysis, the input-output equation of acceleration of the configurable robot results in
It is noticeable how the acceleration analysis of robot manipulators can be easily formulated when the theory of screws is employed.
Changing the Operation Mode of the PRCP Mechanism
Besides the evident advantages of having a configurable platform, the versatility of the PRCP mechanism under study is such that we can propose alternative operation modes, as shown in Figure 3 . Two opposite terminal links of the robot may be selected as two moving platforms able to adopt arbitrary poses as observed from the fixed platform. e kinematics of the PRCP mechanism introduced in Figure 3 is closer to the outlined for the PRCP mechanism with three-end effectors, and therefore, it is straightforward to include their kinematic analyses in the contribution.
Numerical Application
is section is devoted to numerically exemplify the method of kinematic analysis developed for the proposed parallel manipulator with configurable platform. To this end, the parameters of the configurable robot are given by a � 180 mm, b � 240 mm, and c � 160 mm. Furthermore, the points A i are equally spaced on a circumference of radius r � 380 mm. Hence, accordingly the reference frame O XYZ attached to the center of the fixed platform, the coordinates of these points are given by A 1 � (380, 0) mm, 
Case Study 1: Forward Kinematics.
e case study 1 is devoted to numerically exemplify the solution of the forward kinematic problem of the terminal links m i of the robot manipulator.
Forward Position Analysis: Numerical Solution.
Let us consider that, in addition to the given parameters of the mechanism, the generalized coordinates associated with the actual configuration of the robot are given by q 1 � 130°, q 2 � 200°, q 3 � 320°, q 4 � 320°, q 5 � 45°, and q 6 � 160°. Following the steps indicated in Section 4.2, the application of expressions (13) and (15) 
In order to find one solution of the quadratic equations, the Newton homotopy method was employed. To this aim, 6 Mathematical Problems in Engineering the auxiliary functions of homotopy were chosen as it was recommended in equations (8); e.g., one of the twelve functions g i is selected as
ere is nothing special in this selection. ereafter, starting from guessed solutions for the unknowns w i (i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , 12), the Newton homotopy algorithm yields the numerical results listed in Table 1 .
It is noticeable that, according to Table 1 , in only six iterations, the algorithm was able to reduce the error of function f 1 from − 9322.783 to − 0.2e − 6. Similar errors were found for the remaining functions f i . Furthermore, by changing the initial guessed values, the method was able to find 22 poses of the configurable closed-loop chain. e coordinates of the corresponding points C i are listed in Table 2 .
Finally, it is opportune to cite that positioning errors in a parallel manipulator can restrict achieving the required quality of the part [24] . Hence, the implementation of a trusted strategy to solve the inherent position analysis of parallel manipulators becomes a crucial task.
Forward Velocity and Acceleration Analyses of the Terminal Links.
e next part of the case study 1 is dedicated to compute the instantaneous kinematics of the PRCP mechanism; e.g., it is required to compute the velocity and acceleration of points C i . To this aim, solution 16 of Table 2 is chosen as the reference configuration of the robot manipulator. Furthermore, let us consider that, upon the reference configuration of the robot, the rotary actuators are commanded to follow periodical functions given by q i (t) � q i + 0.2 sin(t)cos(t), where the time t is given in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π (s). With this in mind, the application of the method introduced in Section 5 yields the solution of the instantaneous kinematics of the PRCP mechanism which is summarized in Figure 4 .
Case Study 2: Inverse Kinematics.
e case study 2 is devoted to apply the method developed for the inverse position analysis of the robot manipulator. Dealing with the E 1 E 2 Figure 3 : Two opposite terminal links assume the role of two end-effectors, E 1 and E 2 , able to adopt arbitrary poses. ereby, the configurable parallel manipulator is designed to work as two cooperative robots. is mechanical device is kinematically equivalent to two conventional three-degrees-of-freedom planar parallel manipulators. However, the rigidity and accuracy would be improved due to the fact that the end-effectors E 1 and E 2 are interconnected through the remaining terminal links. In only six iterations, the algorithm was able to converge to one real solution. X-axis (-); Y-axis (-) Table 2 , the rotary actuators must follow periodical functions given by q i (t) � q i + 0.2 sin(t)cos(t). e linear velocity and acceleration of points C i are presented in different plots according to the X and Y axes, for clarity. initial posture of the robot, it is worth to note that, in parallel manipulators with configurable platforms, optimized reference configurations are related with symmetric postures of the robot [5] . Hence, for the case study 2, as shown in Figure 5 , a symmetric posture is selected as the reference configuration of the robot.
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Robot Manipulator Equipped with ree End-Effectors.
Let us consider that, upon the reference configuration of the robot, the three end-effectors are commanded to follow periodical functions given by E 1 � (100 sin t cos t, − 120 sin t cos t) mm, E 2 � (70 sin t cos t, − 40 sin t cos t) mm, and E 3 � (− 30 sin t cos t, − 60 sin t cos t) mm, where the time t is given in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π (s). e resulting time history of the orientation of the generalized coordinates q i meeting such conditions is provided in Figure 6 .
Robot Manipulator Equipped with Two End-Effectors.
Let us consider that, upon the reference configuration of the robot, see Figure 5 , the position and orientation of the 
A 3 Figure 5 : Case study 2. Reference configuration of the PRCP mechanism. e reason for this configuration is simple. A symmetric posture is strongly advisable for any parallel manipulator. Furthermore, such postures are referred as optimized reference configurations [5] .
end-effectors m 2 and m 5 are constrained to instantaneously change according to the increments/decrements given in Table 3 . ereafter, the resulting temporal behavior of the orientation of the rotary actuators q i meeting such conditions is shown in Figure 7 .
Conclusions
Recently, the concept of configurable platform was introduced in the field of parallel manipulators as an option for the development of gripping robots with high dynamic performance [1, 25] . Advantages like improved workspace, reduction of singularities, and the performance of simultaneous tasks due to the assembly of multiple end-effectors are without doubt attributes that make the development of this new class of robot manipulators an extremely attractive research field. e opportunities and applications of such robots are very promissory. Motivated by this trend, in this work, a planar parallel manipulator with a configurable platform is introduced. e proposed robot consists of six legs sharing an internal closed-loop chain, named the configurable platform, formed with six terminal links connected by means of revolute joints. e mobility of the robot is such that three end-effectors are assembled to the robot enhancing its dexterity; e.g., the end-effectors are able to adopt arbitrary positions performing simultaneous tasks. e forward displacement analysis leads us twelve quadratic equations which are solved by means of the Newton homotopy method. Furthermore, the simplicity of the topology of the robot at hand is such that it is possible to obtain a closedform solution for the inverse displacement analysis. On the contrary, the input-output equations of velocity and acceleration of the robot are obtained by resorting to reciprocal-screw theory. e versatility of the robot manipulator is such that we can modify the operation mode; e.g., two three-degrees-of-freedom end-effectors can be employed instead of the original three two-degrees-offreedom end-effectors. Finally, numerical examples are provided with the purpose to exemplify the method of kinematic analysis. 3 (2t − π/2) + 2 sin(t/2)] 7.5 sin(t)cos(t) 0.1 sin(t)cos(t) m 5 3.75 sin(t)cos(t) − 8.75[cos 3 (2t + π/2) + 2sin(t/2)] 0.15[sin 2 (2t)cos((t/2) − (π/2))] e pose of m 2 does not depend on the pose of m 5 enhancing the six-degrees-of-freedom of the configurable robot. e time t is given in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 2π (s). Figure 7 : Temporal behavior of the displacement analysis of the generalized coordinates q i . For clarity, the results are reported in different graphics. At the beginning of the motion, the robot manipulator is in the reference configuration, as shown in Figure 6 , and after 2π (s), the robot returns to its reference configuration. 10 Mathematical Problems in Engineering Finally, for future work, elucidating topics like optimization, manipulability indexes, and grasping concerned with the parallel manipulator with a configurable platform proposed in the contribution would enhance the attributes of this robot.
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